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THINGS LOOK PRETTY RELAXED ABOARD THE NAVY DESTROYER, THE USS JOHN W. THOMASON
WITH THE ADDITION OF DEEP SEA GLAMOUR, UNIVERSAL STYLIZED. IT'S RELAX AND SMILE.
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS STAR WHO WAS ON BOARD FOR "DAY OF THE DEEP" FESTIVITIES HELD AT
SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA RECENTLY.
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JANE HILL, FLIGHT ATTENDANT OF SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA IS CONFUSED THAT SHE LL BE
PART OF THE CRUISE AT LEAST HER'S A RELUCTANT GEMINI ABOARD THE DESTROYER.
THE USS JOHN W. THOMASON. IF SHE FLIES SHE IS AN ACTRESS, UNIVERSAL STUDIOS STAR,
ON DECK FOR "DAY OF THE DEEP" FESTIVITIES AT SANTA CRUZ, CALIFORNIA RECENTLY.
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ADDING A TOUCH OF GLAMOUR TO THE CRUISE BOOK OF THE USS JOHN W. THOMASON
FOR ITS COMMANDING OFFICER, COMDR. J. M. STUART, USS 101 ARE RELAX, UNIVERSAL
STUDIOS STAR.
Chief Navy Dale Charles Robert, son of Supt. Edward Wiliam Roberts, was naturalised for the US Navy Reserve, left to right, members of the Roberts family, including Jim, Mike, and Ed, at a ceremony in Salinas.

Lieutenant Commander Richard F. Wiley, son of Mr. Fred J. Wiley, 904 North Stanley Avenue, Los Angeles, California, received two gold stars in lieu of second and third Distinguished Flying Crosses and six gold stars in place of six Air Medals, from Captain Frank F. Matthews, USA, Commanding Officer of the U.S. Naval School, General Line, at Monterey, California, during recent ceremonies. Lieutenant Commander Wiley, formerly a student at the Navy's newest training school, received the awards for meritorious action as pilot of a dive bomber in the Solomon Islands area from August 1943 to April 1944. Completing 60 combat missions during this period, Wiley destroyed or damaged many Japanese installations in spite of aerial combat and air opposition.
ENSIGN DONALD BRIDGIST, комисионеров вице-адмирал ЛЮДОВИКО, LEFT TO RIGHT, ROBERT COMBS, AVIATION MECHANIC'S TYPE SLIP CLASS OF PACIFIC GULF, WILLIAM CLARK, SEAMAN OF MARINA AND ROBERT WINDHAM, AVIATION MECHANIC'S SLIP OF HORSEBOAT IN THE BUSINESS OF MOUNTING A PRATT-WHITNEY ENGINES ON THE ROOF OF AN E-4 BOX AIRCRAFT.
Lt. Emilio J. Passanisi, USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Passanisi of 6258 St. Vitus Street, St. Louis, Mo., receives two gold stars in lieu of two air medals from Capt. John J. Batten, USN, commanding officer of the U.S. Naval School at Monterey, California during recent ceremonies. Lt. Passanisi received these awards for his assistance in despatching damaging strikes on shipping and emplacements near Iwo Jima and Okinawa Islands as a co-pilot of a patrol bomber in 1943 and 1944.

Lt. Guenther P. Baker, USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Baker of Alhambra, California receives two gold stars in lieu of two air medals from Capt. Frank J. Batten, USN, commanding officer of the U.S. Naval School at Monterey, California during recent ceremonies. Lt. Baker received these awards for his outstanding airmanship and courage as plane commander of a marine bomber during the summer of 1945.

Lt. Commander William H. Garrison, USN, son of Mrs. Grace Garrison of 2040 N. 27th St., Seattle, Washington receives the Distinguished Flying Cross and three gold stars in lieu of three air medals from Capt. Frank J. Batten, USN, commanding officer of the U.S. Naval School at Monterey, California during recent ceremonies. Lt. Commander Garrison received these awards for heroism and extraordinary achievement as a command pilot of a liberator patrol bomber during operations in the Pacific War in 1944.
Aviation Machinist's Mate 3rd Class PAUL E. DE LOE is awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross and three Air Medals by CAPTAIN J. C. ALDERSHOF, U.S.N., Commanding Officer of the U.S. Naval Auxiliary Air Station in Monterey at a recent ceremony. DeLoe, who now resides in Seaside with his wife and two sons, is from Elkhart, Indiana. He was an aerial gunner of a bomber plane in 1943 and 1944 and was commended for his extraordinary achievements in rendering assistance to his pilot in the infliction of heavy damages on enemy airfields in the Pacific area. OFFICIAL U.S. NAVY PHOTOGRAPH
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LT. GEORGE N. MILLER, USN, SON OF MR. JOSEPH MILLER, ENTERPRISES, OREGON, IS SHOWN RECEIVING THE PRESIDENTIAL UNIT CITATION FROM CAPTAIN THOMAS T. SMITH, USN, COMMANDING OFFICER OF THE U. S. NAVAL SCHOOL, ENTRANCE, CALIFORNIA. THE AWARD WAS PRESENTED AT RECENT CEREMONIES FOR SERVICE ABOARD THE USS MARIAN BAY WHICH WAS SPECIALY CITED BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES FOR OUTSTANDING COMBAT PERFORMANCE AGAINST THE JAPANESE.
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OFFICER STUDENTS OF THE U.S. NAVAL SCHOOL, ENTRAINED LINES AT MONTEBAY, CALIFORNIA

TAKE THE PHILOSOPHER'S WAY OUTSIDE OF ONE OF THE ACADEMIC BUILDINGS.
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STAFF FIRST CLASS RICHARD GRODEN, USS. CA DORAL, WORKING, DISTRIBUTING MAIL TO

THE INDIVIDUAL STUDENT OFFICERS' MAIL BOXES AT THE STUDENT MAIL CENTER OF THE U.S.

NAVY SCHOOL, ENTRAINED LINES, MONTEBAY, CALIFORNIA.
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PROVIDING CLASSROOMS FOR THE NAVY ENTRAINED LINES SCHOOL AT MONTEBAY, CALIFORNIA.

is POBOS HALL NAMED AFTER LT. J. J. POBOS, THE AVIATOR HERO OF WORLD WAR II,

WHO GAVE HIS LIFE FOR HIS COUNTRY.
COMMANDER JOHN W. STUART, USA, OF CINCINNATI, KENTUCKY, COMMANDING OFFICER OF THE USS JOHN W. THOMSON POINTS OUT AN ELECTRIC BOX WHICH CONTROLS THE OUTFITTERS OF THE CMD. TO OFFICER STUDENTS AT THE U.S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, MONTيري, CALIFORNIA.

LIEUTENANT (JG) JOHN T. LENIQUIST, USA, OF SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA, EXPLAINS THE DESIGNATION CONTROL PANEL OF THE DESTROYER, USS JOHN W. THOMSON, TO A GROUP OF OFFICER STUDENTS FROM THE U.S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, MONTERRI, CALIFORNIA. LIEUTENANT IS COMMANZED OFFICER ABOARD THE THOMSON WHICH IS ASSIGNED TO THE NAVAL SCHOOL FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSES.
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OFFICER STUDENTS OF THE U. S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, BOARD THE U.S.S. GJRF
TO OBSERVE UNDERSEA OPERATIONS.
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THE USS GJRF, A SURVEYING SHIP OF THE U. S. NAVY STEAMS INTO MONTEREY BAY IN CONCERN
WITH ACTIVITIES OF THE U. S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA.
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SEAMAN FIRST CLASS THOMAS HAMDCOE, OF TALLAHASSIE, FLORIDA, INSTRUCTS A CLASS ON
AN ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUN ON A DESTROYER, THE USS JOHN B. THOMSON IN MONTEREY BAY.
THE STUDENTS ARE OFFICERS FROM THE U. S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, MONTEREY,
CALIFORNIA.
The front entrance of the internationally known Hotel Del Monte at Monterey in its heyday before the U.S. Navy acquired it as a general line school.

Rear view of the Hotel Del Monte of Monterey, California, when it functioned as a linen playground of the "well-to-do" of the world. It is now serving a useful purpose as a general line school for the U.S. Navy.

The famous Hotel Del Monte front entrance before its acquisition by the U.S. Navy for use as a general line school at Monterey, California.

THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING OF THE U. S. NAVY GENERAL LINE SCHOOL AT MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA. THIS WAS FORMERLY THE MAIN BUILDING OF THE FAMOUS DEL MONTE HOTEL.

View from tower of Hotel del Monte at Monterey, California showing the Roman Plau Garden and Venus Grotto and the Lake in the Park background. This was taken before the Navy acquired the property for use as a Naval Training School.

The main lobby of the administration building of the U.S. Naval School, General Line, at Monterey, California, is a reminder of the days when the Hotel del Monte was one of the most fashionable resort hotels on the Pacific coast. The Navy has taken over the former Hotel del Monte and uses it for its newest post-graduate school for officers.

The personnel office, headed by Mr. A. J. Smith, U.S.N., of San Francisco, California, is a busy place at the U.S. Naval School, General Line, Monterey, California.


LT. COMN. OWID G. FONTE, U.S.N., OF SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, WAS COMMISSIONED IN 1943. COMN. FONTE IS SCHEDULING OFFICER AND ASSISTANT TO THE EXECUTIVE OFFICER AT THE U.S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA.


CAPTAIN CLARENCE C. McCLENDY, USN, OF BUFFALO, NEW YORK, GRADUATED FROM THE NAVAL ACADEMY IN 1928. CAPTAIN MCCLENDY IS THE EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF THE U.S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA.
AN OFFICER STUDENT OF THE U.S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA
AND HIS WIFE RELAX ON THE BANKS OF A PICTURESQUE POND OF THE FORMER HOTEL
DEL MONTE GROUNDS. IN THE FAR IS SHOWN THE ADMINISTRATION BUILDING OF THE NAVAL
SCHOOL.
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A GROUP OF SAILORS ARE PICTURED WALKING ON THE SPACIOUS AND BEAUTIFUL GROUNDS
OF THE U.S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, AT MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA.
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FOWLER HALL, Situated on the grounds of the former Hotel Del Monte, is being used for
L.T. J.G. POWELL, USN, HEAD OF WORLD WAR II AND IS BEING USED AS A CLASSROOM
BUILDING FOR THE U.S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA.
A HISTORIC LANDMARK NEAR THE U.S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, ON THE MONTEREY PENINSULA IS THE CARMEL MISSION. ESTABLISHED IN 1770 BY PADRE Serra, IT IS ONE OF A CHAIN OF SUCH STRUCTURES extending up and down the Pacific coast.

A SAILOR AND HIS FRIEND GATHER ON THE BEACH ALONG THE SHORE OF MONTEREY BAY. IN THE BACKGROUND CAN BE SEEN THE CROWN OF THE BAY AND THE FISHING FLEET AT ANCHOR.

A PICTORIAL SPOT NEAR THE U.S. NAVAL GENERAL LINE SCHOOL, MONTEREY IS FISHERMAN'S WHARF, NOW NOTED FOR ITS BEACH RESORTS AND THE VIEW OF THE FISHING FLEET AT ANCHOR.
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COMMANDER HARRY G. KNOWS, USN, OF SAVANNAH, GEORGIA EXPLAINING A MODEL OF AN ANTI-AIRCRAFT CEM TO ATTENDEES OFFICER STUDENTS OF THE U.S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, MOUNTAIN, CALIFORNIA.
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LIEUTENANT J. B. DICKINSON, USN, OF SAN RAFAEL, CALIFORNIA INSTRUCTS A CLASS IN MATHEMATICS AT THE U.S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, MOUNTAIN, CALIFORNIA.
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NATIONAL HISTORIC ENGINEERING, HISTORIC, A CIVILIAN INSTRUCTOR AT THE U.S. NAVAL SCHOOL, GENERAL LINE, MOUNTAIN, CALIFORNIA INSTRUCTS A CLASS OF OFFICER STUDENTS IN MATHEMATICS.